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After this session…

• … you have learned why it is relevant to talk 
about adult learning

• … you have learned what motivates adults to 
learn

• … you have received tricks to your own
teaching/instruction



First…

• Greet your neighbours…

– … and tell them where you come from and what
you hope to gain from this session.

– Write down your expectations/goals for this
session on a coloured piece of paper



Læring – en livslang proces





Conceptions of teaching and learning
Children vs adults?



• Pedagogy

– The art and science of teaching children

• Adult education (andragogy)

– The art and science of helping adults to learn



• But what does theory tell us about how we
can help adults learn?



The problem…
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4 assumptions of adult learners
(Malcolm Knowles, 1968)

 Self concept: The adult has moved from being a dependent individual to 

being a self-directed individual

 Role of experience: The adult has accumulated an increasing reservoir of 

experience and knowledge, that is a ressource for learning

 Readiness to learn: The adult’s readiness to learn is directed towards

tasks and themes, that are relevant and needed for one’s ability to cope

with everyday problems and wishes

 Orientation to learning: Adults want to be able to apply whatever

knowledge and skill they gain today to living more effectively tomorrow. 

Adults are performance-centered in their orientation to learning. 



What motivates adults to learn?
(Raymond Wlodkowski, 1999)

IAMC
• I for Inclusion

– Adults need to feel respected and have a sense of belonging (to 
the class, the club, the instructor or the other participants)

• A for Attitude
– Adults need to have or develope a postive approach to the 

course, the instructor and the other participants

• M for Meaning
– Adults need to be able to see the reason and relevance of what

is to be learned

• C for Competence
– Adult want to be able to use the what is learned immediately, 

and they want to experience progression



Tricks to Inclusion
• Inclusion – is about creating a 

supporting learning climate, where you
feel respected, and where you have a 
sense of belonging.

1. Use smaller groups, knowledge
exchange, use peoples’ experiences
etc.

2. Listen to and use peoples’ 
contributions.

3. Involve everyone.

• Try to do it in the beginning or when
new participants arrive – or if one or 
more participants feel excluded.

• How have I tried to create Inclusion in 
this session?



Tricks to Attitude
• Attitude – is about creating or maintaining

a positive approach to learning

1. Use different approaches to learning to 
”reach” different peoples’ preferences
(instruction, self directed activities, peer 
learning, group work etc.). 

2. Create a positive atmosphere through
relevant praise and appreciation

3. Provide relevant information and 
support

• Try to work with attitude before or in the 
beginning, or when new people enter the 
course. Work with praise and a positive 
atmosphere throughout the course.

• How have I tried to work with attitude in 
this session?



Tricks to Meaning

• Meaning – is about enabling the 
participants to see the reason
behind and relevance of the learning
activities

1. Let the participants set clear and 
personal learning goals. 

2. Explain and describe why and how
different activities work. 

3. Give time to reflection and 
questions.

• The goals must be adjusted
frequently, and when they are met. 
Time for reflection, explanation and 
questions is very important.

• How have I tried to work with 
Mearning in this session?



Tricks to Competence
• Competence – is about ensuring

and make visible progression and 
usability

1. Follow up on learning goals. 
2. Show progression and 

improvements by setting up 
milestones and intermediate
goals.

3. Show learning and useability
maybe through little tests or 
challenges

• Do it throughout and particularly
at the end of a learning process.

• How have I tried to work with 
Competence in this session?
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Learning points

 Direct what is to be learned towards an actual and 

relevant situation; what is needed right here and 

right now?

 Adults may need more time to reflect and attach

mearning to what is to be learned

 Aim for the zone of proximal development; if things

become too easy or too difficult, meaning is lost.

 Things might have to be repeated several times

 Things might have to be repeated several times

 Departure point must be the adult’s own experiences

 Learning by doing – and make it realistic

 Use humour

 Be prepared

 ICMA; a four-letter word to remember



Have this session…

• … taught you why it is relevant to talk about
adult learning?

• … taught you what motivates adults to learn?

• … given you tricks to your own
teaching/instruction of adults?

• … provided what you expected?



Thank you!
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